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Open Education is in Europe's Agenda

The OpenEdu Project was designed as a response to the

European Commission's Communication 'Opening up

Education: Innovative teaching and learning for all

through new Technologies and Open Educational

Resources'.

The project outcomes also contributes to priority 3 of the

6 new priorities of E&T2020 :

"Open and innovative education and training, including

by fully embracing the digital era"
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OER and Languages

LUL: lesser used languages correspond to about

10% Europe’s population

Communities of less used languages often suffer

from scarcity of resources, and may not have

extensive financial means to keep up with the

production and maintenance of such educational

resources – therefore, OER is the way to go

Languages provide a window to the world: it enables

the sharing of cultures, history, memories, it enables

social participation and inclusion – languages enable

active citizenship

Language

as system

Language as 

discourse
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Language as a system & Language as 

discourse

Discourse is not only about ‘oral communication’. It

is not a synonym to a speech. Discourse is about the

way in which we talk about things, leading to

practices. Discourses create practices in one way or

another. They are permeated by ideologies. 

Discourse creates practice = Practice creates

discourse
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OpenEdu Framework
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Content dimension - sample
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Strategic Planning Template at the end of the report
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For each dimension of OE, 
the framework contains:

√ Definition   

√ Rationale    

√ Components

 Descriptors 

In total, >150 descriptors        

http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC101436
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC101436
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OER is not enough

Expanding the discourse of OER to open 

education

The motto “publicly funded educational resources

must be publicly available as OER” is important but

can be limiting.
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• ‘A lot on awareness
raising on OER has 
already been made in 
Europe’ 

• LangOER Project

• Policies are enablers. 
They incentivise and 
promote action

• Policies help to set 
targets and to work
around a common
agenda

From commitment to action
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OpenEdu Policies workshop with

policy makers 16-17 Feb 2017
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18 Member States

representaded by

Ministries of 

Education

discussing policies

for open education
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In a nutshell: main policy goals

Awareness raising

Open Education ecosystems

Supporting the mainstream of OER

New enabling models of Open Education

(e.g.innovative funding schemes and 

incentives)

Promoting Open Educational Practices

Research & evidence on Open Education
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From committment to action

Developments on open education and OER are happening, 

besides the lack of (direct) policies ✔

But… these are not enough, not scalable, not sustainable…

Meaningful and feasible policy recommendations on OER and 

languages are available ✔

Our task is to identify what’s necessary to 

putting policy recommendations into practice
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Research design

OpenEdu Policies

OpenEdu's
recommendations 
for policy makers

Research on
Member States' 

policies

Workshop with
policy makers

Policy
Recommendations

case studies on
28 Member States
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• Aims at facilitating the understanding of what
policies for open education are in place across the
EU at national and regional levels.

OpenEdu Policies (ongoing)

Team: 
JRC: Andreia Inamorato and Yves Punie
UNIR: Fabio Nascimbeni, Paul Bacsich, Javiera Atenas, Stefania
Aceto and Daniel Burgos

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/open-education
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OpenEdu Recommendations  for 

policy makers

Stakeholders at European, national and regional 

levels should explore ways in which to support

opening up education

Policy makers should seek dialogue amongst

themselves to join efforts and form a common vision

for opening up education
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Thank you

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/open-

education

@aisantos @yves998

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/openeducation

